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INTRODUCING HANNA VOX
The nineteen-year-old singer/songwriter Hanna Vox is now ready to look up 
from her songwriting book and embrace  life as a performing and interactive 
musician.
She sets a mysterious atmosphere by singing in riddles about her perception of 
life and seeks to ignite discussions in the minds of her listeners. By inspiring 
people to think broader and bilaterally, she goes beyond the established ideas 
of being. By entering Hanna?s world of thinking you will experience new and 
exciting aspects of life.

www.hannavo
x.co
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A CLEAN SLATE
The song ?A Clean Slate? is 
all about strength and 
self-trust. The core 
message is to embrace 
heartbreak for the sake of 
a better future. To sacrifice 
momentary cravings for 
life-long ambitions that 
were established long ago. 
The heart may feel 
betrayed for a while, but 
then it will realize 
something ? that it is 
returning home. Finally it 
can beat for the person it 
is meant to nourish; its 
one true love.

?A Clean Slate? is written by Hanna Vox and produced by Markus 
Göranson. Released by Spektrum Studios, an independent record 
label founded by Hanna (Hanna Vox) and her brother Oscar (oscil-8)



FOLLOW HANNA ON SOCIAL MEDIA
Hanna likes to share her thoughts on several social media channels and her music is 
distributed by Spektrum Studios and available on most music platforms.

https://open.spotify.com/album/1CTkKMHqzUfv37ARqdsodi?si=X_cSnvGAQEWaekZp8eoFbA
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCoYip0QQcsTCOwtYi_D-fJw
https://www.instagram.com/hanna_vox/
https://music.apple.com/us/album/a-clean-slate-single/1595493141
https://twitter.com/hanna_vox
https://www.facebook.com/Hannavox/


BIO
Hanna Vox is a 19-year-old music composer and artist from Sweden with a 
catalogue of more than 30 songs written by herself. Hanna has been trained in 
songwriting at PACE, Manhattan, and has been devoted to performing, 
songwriting, and brand building since the age of 15 when she released her first 
single Basis of Art.
Some of the great artists who have influenced Hanna are Adele, Lana del Rey, 
and the british band London Grammar. 



SOME WORDS FROM PLATINUM SELLING PRODUCER MARKUS 
GÖRANSON ON HANNA VOX

'I was sitting by a lake out in nowhere with my family celebrating midsummer last 
year, when I had something of a ?the voice?-moment. I heard this confident and 
timeless voice from afar, accompanied only by a piano doing all sorts of songs from 
different eras and genres. I found Hanna alone with her piano on a small stage and 
the best songs she performed where surprisingly her own! I knew instantly that there 
was something unique about this girl and her craftmanship in song writing'



FOR MORE INFORMATION, PRESS AND BOOKINGS
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